Drive-thru team members can extend payment devices out to customers without making human contact – providing a superior, touchless payment experience while practicing social distancing to help reduce the transmission of viruses and other contagious diseases.

**Plug and play**
Flexible design accommodates various payment terminals to simplify installation

**Reduces staff fatigue**
Ergonomic handle and lightweight construction make taking payments easier

**Rubber edge protection**
Payment terminals lock in place and are better protected from drops and cable damage

**PCI compliant**
Maintain PCI compliance while improving the payment experience

**Security lock compatible**
Fight fraud and comply with PCI best practices

---

**SPECS**
- **Weight:** 200 g / 0.44 pounds
- **Dimensions:** 350 mm / 13.75 inches
- **Material:** Lightweight aluminum
- **Warranty:** 5 Years on all metal parts
- **RoHS Compliant**

**COMPATIBLE DEVICES**
- Ingenico IPP 350
- Verifone MX915
- Ingenico ICT220/ICT250
- Ingenico Lane 3000
- Ingenico Move 5000

*Other payment devices available by request.

**OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES**
- Wall Mount Holder
- Security Lock Tether*

*not available for Verifone MX915

---

To learn more about PAR’s Drive-Thru Solutions, call (800) 382-6200

partech.com